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A b a t r a c t

The quark-gluon model for hadronization of strings pro-

duced in soft and hard processes is suggested. The model is

based on the distribution functions of valence quarks in had-

rons which have correct Regge behaviour. The simplest case

is discussed in which only the longitudinal degrees of freedom

are taken into account.
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1. Introduction

Recently developed quark-gluon model L ~'J for strong

interactions which is based on the topological expansion L8»°J

and string model L i , describes very sucsessfully the main

features of strong interactions with, small momenta transferred.

In the frame of this approach at the quark-gluon level the

structure of the main figures of the Regge theory can be natu-

rally understood: the planar diagrams correspond to the reggeon

exchange (Pig.1), the cylinder diagrams correspond to the Pome-

ron exchange and more complicated topological quark-gluon dia-

grams correspond to more complicated singularities in the i -

plane. For example in Pig.3 the diagram is drawn which corres-

ponds to the i -plane cut due to two-pomeron exchange.

The many-particle production processes which are connected

via £ -channel unitarity (in correspondence with AGK rules

L''i ) with the sections of reggeon graphs are in the model due

to the breaMovm of the quark-gluon string to colourless had-

rons. These objects (the quark-gluon strings) are produced both

in hard and soft nany-particle production processes I ' J , for

example in e+e~ annihilation to hadrons (Pig.4) and in deap in-

elastic lepton-hadron scattering (Pig.5). The present work is

an attempt to build a model for hadronization of quark-gluon

strings which could in principle give a detailed description

of not only inclusive but as well of exclusive reactions.

At present there are two groups of models vrhlch. claim to

such a description. First, there is the Konte-Carlo Lund model
L12,13J

secona £S the additive quark model together with

the quark statistics [™*Щ .
 P r o m t h e p o l n t o f
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quark-gluon approach the description of production processes

in both models has some defects. The band model operates with

two-particle meson wave functions, while the quark-gluon model

is based on essentially many-particle hadron wave functions.

The additive quark model is based on assumption that inside

the hadrons the additional space scale exists. This space scale

is the size of constituent quark which is a few times smaller

than the hadron size. This assumption seems to be unnecessary

for the description of hadron structure.

In the present paper for the case of the simplest process

(e+e~ annihilation into one string) we shall formulate the mo-

del which can consistently describe in the frame of the quark-

gluon approach the distributions in the hadron longitudinal

momenta for the string breakdown to an arbitrary number of

pieces. The model formulated below can be easily generalized

to the с; ме of transversal quark momenta and quark spins. In

the Appendix the probability distributions for the string

breakdown to П pieces are studied.

2. Quark and qluon distributions in hadrons

As i t was noted one of the essential features of our

quark-gluon model is an account of глапу-particle•configurations

in the hadron L'i . bet us introduce the П -particle distribu-

tion function of partons with respect to X; -fractions of the

hadron momentum: f>(n^ j*л) which satisfies the normalisa-

tion condition:

J CD



Then tine distribution function of a given parton ] can be
i _ . - 0

expressed in terms of

<;> = ($(*,.... * О П ^fti*-**.-
4
) (2)

and satisfies the corresponding normalisation condition:

naturally, the function Ф depends also on the transver-

sal parton momenta К
 iA
 and parton spins S • but for simplici-

ty we shall not take this dependence into account in the pre-

sent work«

The probability to find a slow valence quark in a hadron,

which determines the behaviour of the distribution function of

valence quarks at x •*• 0, decreases with vanishing of Л . As

it was shown
 L
^> at y—-0 the distribution function of valence

v ^

quark in a meson - U.^ (JC; and in a baryon ^-g I*/ behaves
A- <*•• ( o ;

as X where °Lu (-
0
) is 'the intercept of the Begge

trajectory with а шезог. consisting of t and * quarks on it.

In *• •• it was demonstrated that the valence quark distJ.ribtviion

functions which are known from deep inelastic scattering at

Q ~ 1 GeV
2
 can be parametrized as follows: •

Here % is the main momentum of a given valence quark in
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the hadron (L . The constant /*
a
 depends on the kind of the

hadron Ou ( )f « 1-2 for mesons and 2-3 for baryons) and the

normalization constant С does not depend on the kind of the

hadron & . This fact can be interpretated as follows. Let us

imagine that the meson consists of two quarks which are con-

nected by the gluon field string and the baryon consists of

three quarks with strings crossing in one point (so called

string junction I-9J ). When the rapidity difference Ди = с* —

is large, the length of the string connecting the two quarks

together or the one quark with the string junction becomes too

large and the influence of the system on the opposite and of

the string (the flavour of quark in meson case or the kind of

the diquark in the baryon case) becomes negligible. This is

the reason why the function U. ̂  l̂ tf) depends on Дм in a uni-

versal form. Developing this idea one can assume that all the

many-particle functions Фбц, /*n.) depend only on the values

of X; /x^ and the behaviour of the distribution function at

y t 1 is due to momentum conservation. If it is so and if the

function Ф(Х,,, ,Xnj has no singularities at X -*• 1 than the

behaviour of Т(<
ъ
 >*„,) at X

L
 •*- 0 is of the form Cx-

Let us consider now as an illustrative example the func-

tion T ( « O - t*n) which has a factorizable form at all •*- .

Among all degrees of freedom of additional meson constituents

which are connected with gluons and sea quarks let us consider

the only one whieh will give us the true behaviour of the va-

lence quark distribution function at jt. -*• 1. Conventionally

we shaUl call this degree of freedom "the valence gluon". ".7ith

such suppositions



One cap easily see that if one wants U-M (•*) to behave at

-• 1 as 4~X it is necessary that oL equals 3/^ and

Let us assume that the many-particle distribution func-

tion for a baryon contains one additional degree of freedom

together with the "valence gluon" and this degree of freedom

corresponds to string junction:

m

v/ 3

Since U b C*J behaves at У * 1 as U ' O . " follows
that ^ ~ f and

It is necessary to note that in both meson (6) я̂ Д baryon

(8) cases the valence quarks carry approximately a half of the

total hadron momentum*

Let us consider some consequences from the form (6) and

(8) of the distribution functions* The meson pole exchange in

the t -channel results in that the square of the amplitude mo-

dulus (or, more exactly, the square of the imaginary part of
4/

the amplitude) contain a 3mallness (proportional to X *" ) due



to necessary presence of a slow valence quark in the init ia l

state and a smallness (also ~ / г ) due to existence of a slow

faience quark in the final state* Dropping unessential factors

we obtain

from where aCMC<>j * 4

fe may consider in a similar way the amplitude which cor-

responds to the baryon exchange (fig.7). In this case there is

a smallness due to the existence of slow system formed by two

valence quarks and string junction in the ini t ia l state and a

slow valence quark in the final state* If one denotes as X

the fraction of the total momentum which is carried by this

aywtem, then the behaviour at small У. will have the form X .

So, in this case

and oial.0)-'" 2 * n <J u a n ' t i i t a ' t i v e agreement with experimen-

tal data*

The seme calculation for a four-quark meson in the t -

channel (fig.8) gives ci^g (_o) a -1.5 and this intercept toge-

ther with the universal value of slope « * 0*9 GeV̂  leads for

the mass ot such a scalar meson to a value of order of 1.2-1.3

GeV.

I t ia possible to estimate in this model the energy depen-

dence of the cross-section of baryon-antibaryon annihilation

to three strings (fig.9)* The cross-section decreases with
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energy as S (usual annihilation cross-section due to aa-

nihilation of valence quarks decreases as 5
 z
 ).

One can see that even in such a simple model the results

can be obtained which are in a good qualitative agreement with

data. Naturally the model with the distribution function

ф ( * « Xn) ̂
n a
 factorizable form leads to the wrong be-

haviour of the gluon spectra at }-* 1. However, the soft port

of valence parton distribution люу be correctly described by

the function

3» Many—particle production processes

How let us turn to the шалу-particle hadroproduction

processes. In our quark-gluon approach such processes are due

to breaks of quark-gluon strings. Strings arise both In. soft

and in hard processes and therefore we shall consider the most

simple example - hadron production as a result of the break of

one string in e+e~ annihilation into hadrons. First we shall

consider production of two mesons Co and о in e+e~ annihila-

tion at total cm. energy ^s . Let us suppose that the quark-

antiquark pair produced by the virtual photon has in some sys-

tem the rapidities 4L and Wt .We shall consider these rapi-

dities as random values which are uniformly distributed along

the rapidity axis», It can be seen from below that the main

contribution to the two leson production cross-aaction is int-

roduced by the configurations of pairs that have in the c.n.

system rapidities Ч ^ - ^ г к* — , but we shall not assume

(as i t takes place in perturbation theory) that the conserva-

tion of momenta is valid for ini t ia l qustrt-enti^uerk pair. "Eht



reason for such an gssumption is that the string (or the gluon

field between the quarks) carries a significant fraction of

the total momentum and the configurations are allowed in which

the sum of momenta of initial quark-antiquark pair in the c m ,

system is not equal to zero. The assumption about uniform dis-

tribution of rapidities seems rather natural, because the

quarks produced as a break of a string can have .only uniform

Lorentz-invariant distribution.

So let us assume that as a result of the break of a string

in the rapidity space there appears one more quark-antiquark

pair with approximately equal rapidities U 3 * Ч4 » ITaturally

some rapidity difference Ы -taj- 4<J| "»1 must exist because of

tunnel transition of this pair L " J
 (
 but for sioplisity we

shall neglect the value bu and consider Чз
 а
 Ĵf • bet us

complete to the addition to these quark-antiquark pairs by two

"valence gluon3" with rapidities M
s
 and Чь which are also

uniformly distributed along the rapidity scale. Then the pro-

bability to form two mesons ft. and о from such a configuration

is equal to the product of the distribution functions

And the total probability of product of mesons (L and «

is proportional to the integral:

1 (12)
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The sum over a means the sum over all possible quark-

ant i quark pairs which contribute to the production of mesons

CL and & . Denote as S^ the £ -function associated with

the conservation of momentum of the meson CL and as o^ and o^

the 5 -functions associated with, momentum and energy conser-

vation ot the total system of hadrons then Eq.(12) can be writ-

ten in the form:

It is evident that in the case when « = Л the value О i s

proportional to the formfector of the meson 0- . In the paper

L Ĵ i t was obtained an expression «)(р(^1дц ) for the de-

pendence of О on UU = Ivi —— . Substituting the distribu-

tion function (6) to Eq.(13) one obtains preasymptotical cor-

rections to е * |*(г2 л 4) :

The cross-section of production of three mesons 0. , i and С

is proportional to

Неге Чь is the rapidity of one quark-antiquark pair and Чу is

the rapidity of another pair produced via the breakdown of the

string; У£>Йб,Ч2 ^ t h e rapidities of three "valence gluons"

entering the three mesons ft, Ь add С •

Eq.(15) enables one to calculate the spectrum of the meson
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(L in the three-particle e
+
e" annihilation cross-section

&~ L J*AfM*A
S
 t ̂ • VatV

 (16)

and all other characteristics of three-meson annihilation.

It is possible to obtain just in the same manner the pa-

rameters of the string breakdown to a greater number of partic-

les; taking'of course into account the possibility of produc-

tion and subsequent decay of meson resonances. In the frame of

the discussed approach the ci*oss-seetions С5
Л
 are not deter-

mined and must be obtained from some additional assumptions.

The simplest is the Poisson distribution for C^ ; more comp-

licated distributions are given in the Appendix.

The model under consideration allows to calculate not only

the momentum distribution of particles produced in the process

of breakdown of a string but as well correlations between these

particles* The generalization to the case of transversal шогаеп-

ta and flavour of quarks and their spins and the correlation

between spins of quarks and hadrons, as well as account of ba-

ryona, is straightforward.

I am indebted to A.B.Kaidalov and K.A.Ter-IIartirosyan and

also to B.L.Kanevski and L.A.Hej.n for useful discussions.
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Appendix

" Here we shall consider the distributions over the nunbers

of string breaks, which can be obtained fron the sinplect equa-

tions for the string breakdown in the rapidity space.

Let U be a string length in the rapidity space. Denote

as £сЛ$) *be probability for a string of the length u to

have no breaks. Then,in general case, the probability for a

string to have one break is equal to

Here, -\{и,ч ) is the function which determines the proba-

bility of breakdown in the point 4 v/hen the string length is

Ц . The simplest assumption is that the probability density on
0 , .

 p

the rapidity unit is constant and this means that -JiVI'/U" *-> •

At the end of the Appendix we shall briefly discuss another

possibility for the function ^^'/j') »
w h i c h

 corresponds to the

account of the end effects.

So put

And analogously

The probabilities J>"IM) satisfy, naturally, the normaliza^

tion condition
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21 Р"^)- ̂  (А4)

.7о shell ohov/ that the systen (A3) together with the con-

straint (.ЛА) have a unique solution and this solution is the
л

I'oincon contribution. Let us denote аз p
K
(_S) the Laplace trans-

form of the function Ь»^и ) .

( A 5 )

In tcraic of P H L ^ j Eqa. (A3J become

(Аб)

And the normalization condition (A4) takes the form

21 }^У* i CA7)

Summing (Аб) o v e r w. from 0 t o с~э we o b t a i n .

4 •» 1 " С

fron r/here

the obtained value of p«--L̂  } to I-Iq. (A3) v/o ̂ c t

г
 (А10)
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This is the Poisson distribution with

г -Ч °
value b<W[) is equal to Ч в. о . It is evident that the

powers of \Л in the functions pnlja) are due to the integra-

tion over the position of the break points in Dq.(A3)« But

really in the breakdown of the string to two hadrons the ener-

gy-momentum conservation determines the energy and nonentun of

every hadron and, consequently, the integration over the posi-

tion of the break point on the string is absent. 3y this reason

we ere interested in such a solution of 3qs.(ЛЗ) where

Piljj ) = •£. a • Let us turn to 2q. (A3). Substituting

in the form fcC^^-Poij €- У we demand the function

о
not to contain the powers of 4 , i.e. 2кг"" О , so we obtain

.(A12)

'3
After substitution of Eq.(A12) to 2q.(A3) vrc get:

.where (A13)

Sununing the odd and even terras separately we obtain:

I f f-ifl) - C^oVe^Cp.V^], ^ £ ^ $(1Д, d^sg ) (A14)
<*- о $

where Ф(̂ .,5/', 2j is the confluent hypergeometric function.
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Using the asymptotic expression

we obtain that at -9 со

CA16)

And for the normalisation condition to be hold in asymp-

totics it is necessary that

and (A17)

from v/here

ua

•С n > —

calculate now the value <Cn> « 2 L
 л
^

• <«л

(А18)

In teras of <л"^ the obtained distribution takes the form:

Ч (A19)

As far аз at <A-r 0 fcl^ ) -• t=-sa cuch. a distribution is not

normalised» But at <*} = 5 the normalisation condition i s ful-

filled with the accuracy of about 0. y.i, so for such values of
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the distribution (A19) can be used for the calculation of

topological cross-sections 6^ . In Fie 10 this distribution

together with Poisson distribution at <i> = 2,5 and 10 are

shown. (At £r\y s 2 the normalization condition for (A19) i3

broken by a valne of about 10^.) It can be seen that this dis-

tribution is broader than Poisson one; the dispersion squared

for the distribution (A19) is approximately twice that for the

Poi&son distribution at the sane < n> .

In conclusion we shall consider a nodification of the

system (A3)» Let us suppose that there is some minimal string

leng+h JAQ in the rapidity space.

Then

CA20)

If PoCg) i s taken i n the form

f>0 >JLS , € °^ (А21)

then for o 4 | ^ we obtain

and

(A22)

(лаз)

where ^C
n
 are the same as in 3q. (A13) and »•* i <• -̂ r .As be-

&
fore use of the normalisation condition leads to the connection
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between paxameters С , t>0 and ot , but now we could not

v/rite i t in an analytic form.

Pig.f Pig. 2

Pig.3
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Fig.10
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